SCIENCE & TECH SPOTLIGHT: 5G WIRELESS

/// THE TECHNOLOGY

What is it? 5G is a suite of fifth-generation wireless technologies that has the potential to greatly improve mobile communication in several ways. It may lead to faster and more responsive signals from cell phones and other devices. Moreover, it could deliver more reliable connections, higher energy efficiency, the ability to accommodate more devices, and faster network response times (also known as low latency).

These improvements could enable transformative applications such as self-driving vehicles, “smart” manufacturing and agriculture, and remote medical treatment. As with 4G, the most important innovations may not be conceived of until the network is fully implemented.

How does it work? 5G is expected to achieve these improvements in part by using more of the radio spectrum. The current 4G network uses radio frequencies less than 2.6 gigahertz (GHz), which are lower on the spectrum. 5G will begin using higher frequencies, including mid-band (up to 6GHz) and high-band, also known as millimeter wave (over 24GHz). Higher frequencies can support higher data rates, potentially enabling 5G to be over 20 times faster than 4G.

However, as a signal’s frequency gets higher, its range and ability to penetrate walls and other barriers decreases. To help overcome this obstacle, one approach is to use smaller, more numerous cell antennas, along with advanced technologies. For example, researchers are developing approaches that would enable each installation to use more antennas and to aim signals to and from antennas, potentially resulting in less interference and more energy efficiency.

Each spectrum band will be best suited to different applications. For example, mid-band’s combination of range and data capacity makes it suitable for what is called ultra-reliable and low-latency communication, which is required for applications like self-driving vehicles. High-band, because of its data capacity, will be best suited for dense urban environments or public gathering places like stadiums.

How mature is it? In the United States, telecommunications companies have begun deploying some 5G capabilities within existing 4G networks. The resulting hybrid network can support a class of applications enabled by enhanced mobile broadband, which basically means improved speeds.

Further improvements are expected to become available throughout the 2020s, as companies upgrade from hybrid networks to “stand-alone” 5G networks. Some of the technologies and specifications for other purposes—including ultra-reliable, low latency communications—remain in development. Additionally, telecommunications companies will need to upgrade their 4G network infrastructure to transition from hybrid networks to stand-alone 5G networks to facilitate a greatly expanded number of devices connected to the internet and mission-critical communications for applications like self-driving vehicles.

/// OPPORTUNITIES

- Enhanced broadband applications. Faster connections and higher throughput could enhance applications like cloud services, video streaming, gaming, and virtual and augmented reality.
- Internet of Things. 5G could connect massive numbers of devices, such as sensors in systems for intelligent transportation and logistics, smart factories, and smart cities. For example, traffic light and road sensors could help reduce car accidents.

Figure 1. Technologies that could become ubiquitous with 5G.

Figure 2. 5G is expected to create more reliable and faster connections across a variety of applications.
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WHY THIS MATTERS

5G wireless is expected to enhance data speeds and could enable transformative applications across transportation, manufacturing, medicine, and other sectors. While 5G could create significant economic opportunities, 5G also raises concerns about cybersecurity risks and associated national security implications, as well as several other challenges.

Economic benefits. 5G deployment could bring new jobs and potentially billions of dollars in economic benefits to the United States.

/// CHALLENGES

- **Spectrum management.** To facilitate the growth of 5G, federal agencies may need to ensure the availability of spectrum, particularly in the congested mid-bands, while balancing the needs of existing users. Researchers are also developing new technologies to optimize the use of spectrum.

- **Infrastructure deployment.** Applications needing low latency and high bandwidth will need significant infrastructure, including fiber optic cables and small cells, which are installations about the size of a pizza box. This installation could be expensive, require skilled labor, and take time for local permitting, planning, and procurement.

- **Cybersecurity.** Although 5G is expected to deliver security enhancements, the large number of 5G network components increases the risk that some components will not be properly configured to take advantage of the security enhancements. The build-out of 5G has also raised national security concerns, in particular over the supply chain in which foreign companies are major players.

- **Digital divide.** 5G deployment is expected to start in dense urban areas. As a result, rural and lower-income areas could have less access to 5G and its benefits, widening the digital divide.

- **Privacy.** 5G networks could allow for much more precise location data because 5G devices are expected to connect to cells that are located much closer, such as feet away versus in previous generations where cells could be miles away. This precise location data could increase the risk to user privacy.

/// POLICY CONTEXT AND QUESTIONS

Although 5G is mainly being deployed by industry, governments and other organizations will decide how to use public resources, such as spectrum, and what obligations network operators will have to their users. Among the questions they will face are the following:

- How can federal agencies manage spectrum to balance the needs of existing users with the needs of 5G users?
- What are the trade-offs between the speed of 5G deployment and ensuring sufficient time for local review of the location of numerous small cell antennas?
- What are the cybersecurity risks of 5G networks and applications, and what can policymakers do to address these?
- How can policymakers ensure equitable access and benefits from 5G?

/// SELECTED GAO WORK

GAO has ongoing work on 5G that will be issued in 2020 and will cover many of these issues in more detail. GAO also issued relevant prior work, including the following:

- Internet of Things: Enhanced Assessments and Guidance Are Needed to Address Security Risks in DOD, GAO-17-668
- Internet of Things: Status and Implications of an Increasingly Connected World, GAO-17-75
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GAO meets congressional information needs in several ways, including by providing oversight, insight, and foresight on science and technology issues. GAO staff are available to brief on completed bodies of work or specific reports and answer follow-up questions. GAO also provides targeted assistance on specific science and technology topics to support congressional oversight activities and provide advice on legislative proposals.
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